Vw engine tin

The engine compartment designe in a VW, including the tinware surrounding the engine, is an
important feature of the VW beetle. The tinware around the engine is designed to seal the upper
side of the engine from the underside. Fresh cooling air enters the upper engine bay through
the under-window slots and the engine lid slots where fitted , goes through the fan and is blown
down over the cylinders and heads, and out under the rear of car. The tinware around the
engine is designed to keep these air paths separate so you never get used hot cooling air
sucked into the cooling fan. Air-cooled VW engines run quite close to their heat limits to begin
with, so the margin of safety is small. Make sure that ALL of the tinware is in place, properly fit,
well secured and in good condition. Volkswagen Engine Tin. The Volkswagen cooling system is
neat and simple. A multi-bladed centrifugal fan is mounted on a shaft which is simply an
extension of the generator armature shaft. The cooling fan is designed to suck air into the fan
housing. It rotates in a sheet steel, semi-circular housing called the fan shorud, drawing in air
through the fan centre and directing it down to each pair of finned cylinders. Cooling air then
directed by the cooling flaps and tinware over the cylinder heads and cylinders. Cooling
Tinware. The cooling tinware in the sketch above is shown in red. The cylinder heads and
cylinders are shrouded by carefully designed sheet steel covers the engine "tin" or "tinware".
The tinware directs the cooling air from the fan housing. Below each pair of cylinders a
contoured deflection plate is mounted centrally. Thus the air is directed over the full surface
area of the cylinder cooling fins. In order to shorten the warming up time a thermostat is
mounted below the right hand pair of cylinders. This is a conventional bellows type and it
operates a restriction on the through flow of air when the engine is cold. The thermostat opens
flaps in the fan housing when the engine warms up, so allowing the full airflow to pass round
the cylinders. Also in this fan housing, bolted to the top of the crankcase, is an oil cooler that
stands up in the stream of air like a radiator and cools the oil, which is pumped through it. This
makes the engine both directly air cooled, and also oil cooled, and a LOT of heat is removed via
the oil cooler. There are two different oil cooler designs. The arly version pre has the oil cooler
stnading up in the cooling airstream for the left cylinders, so they tend to run a little hotter than
the right side cylinders. That worked Ok until the engine horsepower increased towards 60hp,
then they started having problems with occasional broken exhaust valves, particularly No3 left
front cylinder. In they introduced the "doghouse" cooling system, which moved the oil cooler
out of the main cooling airstream and into it's own "doghouse" with a separate supply of
cooling air from the now larger cooling fan. All cylinders then got nice cool cooling air, and
more of it too. Apart from the large piece of cooling tinware around the rear of the engine the
rear breastplate , the remainder of the cooling components and cover plates fitted to the engine
cannot be removed unless the engine is removed from the vehicle. There is a tendency for the
"cheesehead" screws holding the tin work to disappear over time, but these are commonly
available from almost any air-cooled VW parts outlet for a few cents each. Replace them when
you find them missing. Installation Procedure Note: Before installing the fan shroud, the
doghouse oil cooler tin, and the firewall tin front-most , you must install at least the cylinder
cover plates. However, you want to install the oil cooler before installing the left cylinder cover
plate; other wise access to the oil cooler adapter nuts is very difficult. Make sure all of the
fastening bolts are in place and snugged down tight. Rear air deflector plates. These must be
installed first - the engine breast plate and cylinder cover plates go on top of the deflector
plates. If you fail to do this, the deflector plates will be very difficult to install that's why most
people leave them off - a mistake. Do not fail to install the two rear deflector tins! No 11 in the
exploded pic above shows the left side version. The right side is not shown in that pic. They are
also pictured below. These go on the rear of the engine, under and to the left and right of the
engine pulley. They should attach to the tinware that covers the cylinders, and they form the
rear bottom section of the cylinder cover so the cooling air has to travel to the bottom of the
finning before turning towards the rear of the car. Without them attached the 2 and 4 exhaust
ports get reduced cooling air through the fins around them as the air will spill out to the rear
just above the ports. From Aircooled. Net - These are the often missing and lost pieces of tin
that keep cooling air tight against the head, at the rear of the engine. If these are missing, head
temperatures shoot up. You MUST install the rear deflector tins before installing the muffler
header. With the header in place, the deflector tins are almost impossible to install. The
deflector tins each have two captive nuts; the engine breast plate is secured with two
cheesehead bolts through the breast plate on either side, and into the captive nuts in the
deflector tins. You will probably find it necessary to bend the deflector tins a bit to make them
fit. They are equipped with tabs that are supposed to fit around the cylinder fins. Installation of
the deflector tins is a bit difficult. The hardest part for me at least was starting the bolts through
the rear engine tin and into the captive nuts on the deflector tins. Left and Right Rear Deflector
Tins. Engine breast plate. Cylinder cover plates. Note: The two cover plates are a right and a

left, so make sure that you get the correct orientations. You may have to do some minor
modification so that the manifolds will clear the lip of the tin. Cooling air channels following
installation of the heater boxes. Fan shroud. Oil cooler tin and exhaust tin. Firewall tin. Rob
wrote in response to a query about the piece of tin that wraps around the lower part of the
engine pulley Part 38 - see the engine tin diagram above. I bought my Beetle brand new, and it
has the 38 piece on it -- it's just a cover which stops you dropping screwdrivers, etc. Absolutely
no effect on the cooling if it's not there. I haven't seen it on later engines. One piece I do see
missing on many engines is Part 11 deflector tin and it's counterpart on the right side not
shown in the diagram. These fit on the rear side of the cylinder tins and force the cooling air
down past the cylinder fins, and encourage airflow past the very hot exhaust ports in the heads,
before allowing the air to turn rearwards through the air exit. They might not seem like much,
but they are a very important part of the cooling system -- almost as important as the
under-cylinder deflectors Part 5. The deflector tins are easily installed with the rear engine
breast plate Part 30 removed - one of the bolts on each side that secures the breast plate also
secures the deflector tin. Another piece often missing is the small deflector plate under, and in
the center of the heads - it works like Part 5 to force air fore and aft through the finning. Without
it the heads run very hot underneath, and without Part 5 the cylinders run hot underneath.
Design by Erin. Notes - Do not fail to install the two rear deflector tins! We are still processing
and shipping orders from our warehouse as normal even while our site is offline. We sincerely
appreciate your patience while we are doing these site upgrades. Our site uses advanced code
and encryption that is not supported by Microsoft's Internet Explorer Browser. These protect
the push rod tubes from debris, and also funnel hot air that already cooled the engine down and
away from your engine. They also keep the thermostat warm so the thermostat is reading a true
hot air exhaust temperature, rather than being cooled by rushing air as you go down the road,
which closes the flaps because the thermostat thinks the engine is "too cold". We cannot stress
the importance of these 3 pieces of cooling tin, even if you do not have a thermostat and flaps.
If these are not there, air backs up under the engine and the fan has a harder time blowing
cooling air over the cylinders and heads due to the pressure increase below. We are in the
midst of renovating our site! If you already have an order in process with us, don't panic! VW
Parts Catalog. Featured Brands. These fit 40hp through cc upright engines. Join Our Mailing
List. Immediate shipment of requested products is NOT guaranteed. Orders are processed in
the order that they are received and order fulfillment time varies. Actual product may differ in
appearance. Please do NOT rely on PHOTOS while shopping as many of our products have
selectable product options that may change the nature of the product being ordered compared
to the representative photo. All information should be verified prior to use. In most cases we are
able to honor advertised price, but in the RARE case a substantial price increase occurs, you
would be notified and given the option to cancel. All products purchased should be inspected,
measured, cleaned and properly assembled prior to installation. Since Aircooled. Net has no
control over product installation, we will not be held liable for any consequential costs or
damages associated with products purchased. Gift Certificates. Related Items Talk to us!
Perfect for replacing stock tabs broken off heater boxes or custom fabricating your own, when
heater boxes have been eliminated. They should be installed for best engine cooling. Fits under
cylinder heads to deflect heat. Will fit models but do not have the original hose holes. For all cc
VW engines with heater boxes. For all cc VW engines. Channels the hot air from the fan shroud
to under the car and out back. Also protects push rod tubes from debris. Installed between push
rod tubes and cylinders air is forced directly to the cylinder enabling best running temperature.
For most cccc engines. The bottom piece is sold separately. Highly recommended to cool your
engine temp. Note that there are three pieces required. Directs air in between the cylinder
cooling fins. Installed above the pushrod tubes and must be installed before the push rod tubes.
Sold each. Sold Each. Fits original small style pulley tin. Does not have intake manifold heat
riser cutouts. With original intake manifold with heat riser pipes openings must be cut in this
tin. This doghouse-style fan shroud replaced the upright version for cars after This newer
design was more effective in treating bigger cc engines. The fan pulls in air while the shroud
creates a channeling effect to disperse it towards the Oil Cooler. Heater Box Engine Tin Fans.
Hardware Hose Grommets Pulley Tin. General Instructions. In Cart! View Cart. Part : K. Heater
Box for fuel injected cars. Right passenger side Made in Denmark. Part : G. Heater Box, Left.
Part : HD. Heater Box, Right. Part : Part : KIT. Part : D. Cylinder Head Tins, Pair Dualport
Shrouds , Black Installed between push rod tubes and cylinders air is forced directly to the
cylinder enabling best running temperature. For cc engines. Part : B. Part : A. Seals included.
Attaches to the rear of your doghouse shroud. Single port shroud, pair, chrome These are
carefully stamped to fit, without common gaps, at the end of the fan shroud. Fresh Air Hose
Seals. At Base. Chrome Pulley Tin Fits behind the lower crank pulley. Protects belt from engine

heat. Engine Tin Screw With Washer 6mm x 10mm, each. Part : N In Volume 2, we demonstrate
how to pull the motor. We start with showing where and how to lift the car and secure it on
stands. Then we show in detail how to remove each necessary screw and nut to separate the
motor from the car. With the motor out and on the floor, we show ways to remove the flywheel
and main seal. Next we show how to examine and replace the clutch disc, pressure plate, and
flywheel and how to identify all the possible types to be sure you do the job right. We also show
you what necessary changes need to me made in regards to the starter and flywheel when
converting your car from 6 volt to 12 volt. Then we show you how to identify and replace the
clutch release bearing and the arm that controls it. We now replace the rear transmission
mounts that can cause clutch and shifting problems. Then you will learn how to replace the
clutch cable from start to finish. The video winds up with putting the motor back in the car while
showing you each step clearly and in order. Part : Volume 2. Volume 3: Engine Rebuild It's here.
It's ready. Volume 3 is a complete engine rebuild video on a dual port, , and 40 hp motors and all
the important differences. This 2 hr. IF you've been hesitant to tackle something this big this
video gives you not only all the information but the confidence and support you need to do the
job right. Rick and his two sons will walk you through the whole process in an orderly way
starting from the motor just as it comes out of the car to a completed running motor ready to be
installed. You'll feel as though you're next to Rick and he's you're personal friend, sharing trade
secrets that he's picked up in over 35 years of experience exclusively on air cooled VW motors.
Wondering what tools you'll need? He'll tell you Wondering about the picture quality? It's
excellent due to being shot, edited, and mastered with cutting edge digital technology giving it
outstanding clarity. Wondering if it's easy to follow? Rick moves at an easy pace, explaining
each step along the way. Wondering if you'll get your money's worth? This video is complete
and consistent with Rick's thoroughness in the first 2 volumes of his video series. Part : Volume
3. Printer friendly. Important Information. Air cooled engines, lacking a radiator, run hotter than
water cooled engines. These air cooling tins help your engine to run cooler and more efficiently
than without the air cooling tins. Continue Shopping. Classic Volkswagen Beetle parts for the
following years: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , and Important Links Shipping Warranty.
Air-cooled engines use complex parts to move air as efficiently as possible. V-Dubstore offers
you the best in a VW Bug engine tin. Since , we've dedicated our stock to fan shroud plugs,
cylinder deflector tins and road-draft boots. Don't leave any parts out because we also stock
air-cooled VW engine tin kit packages to match every need. Pick your VW Bus engine tin with
style because you have the option of chrome or black as the available colors. Every enthusiast
has his or her own vision of what the vehicle should look like. The engine is a popular area to
spruce up for shows and personal satisfaction. It makes sense to invest in a VW Type 1 engine
tin kit that might include ignition coil covers, fan hardware or a specialized dipstick. V-Dubstore
takes every detail into consideration with every VW Beetle engine tin order. Shop Our
Categories. View Cart. Search site Submit search. Find by Pricing. Below 9 Silver Vein Powder
Coated Tinware. Gloss Black Powder Coated Tinware. Gloss Grey Powder Coated Tinware.
Chrome Engine Tin. Black Engine Tin. Engine Trim Kits. Shroud Screw Kit - 12 pcs. Find by
Pricing Below 9 16 9 to Choose a sub category:. Skip to main content of over 1, results for "vw
engine tins". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From
Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Filter results by
your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a
new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for vw engine tins. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 14 left in stock
more on the way. FREE Shipping. Get it as soon as Wed, Mar 3. Only 3 left in stock more on the
way. Lowest price in 30 days. Only 4 left in stock more on the way. Only 6 left in stock - order
soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 5 left in stock more on the way. Only 11 left in stock order soon. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 17 left in stock - order soon. Only 3 left in
stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Only 12 left in stock - order soon. N
2000 mitsubishi mirage hood
2013 cadillac ats manual
remove rear interior panel dodge caravan
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion

Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

